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1HIGH FREQUENCY SCATTERING DUE TO A PAIR OF TIME-HARMONIC 

ANTIPLANE FORCES ON THE FACES OF A FINITE INTERFACE CRACK 

BETWEEN DISSIMILAR ANISOTROPIC MATERIALS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The extensive use of composite materials in modern technology has created interest among 

the scientists for carrying on considerable research work in the modeling, testing and analysis of 

laminated media. The laminated composites which behave as anisotropic material may be weakened 

by interface flaws which can lead to serious degradation in load carrying capacity. 

Neerhoff[l979], therefore, studied the diffraction of Love waves by a crack of finite width 

at the interface of a layered half-space. Kuo [1992] carried out numerical and analytical studies of 

transient response of an interfacial crack between two dissimilar orthotropic half-spaces. Kuo and 

Cheng [1991] studied the elastodynamic responses due to anti plane point impact loading on the faces 

of a semi-infinite crack lying at the interface of two dissimilar anisotropic elastic materials. The 

problem of diffraction of normally incident antiplane shear wave by a crack of finite width situated 

at the interface of two bonded dissimilar isotropic elastic half-spaces has been studied by Pal and 

Ghosh [1990]. 

In the present paper we are interested in finding the high-frequency solution of the diffraction 

of elastic waves by a Griffith crack of finite width excited by a pair of time-harmonic concentrated 

anti plane line loads situated at the centres of the cracked surfaces. The materials are assumed to 

possesss certain material symmetry and the crack plane is assumed to coincide with one of the planes 

1 Published in the European Journal of Mechanics A/Solids, V18, 1013-1026, 1999. 
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of material symmetry, so that the inplane and the anti plane motion are not coupled. 

The high-frequency solution of the diffraction of elastic waves by a crack of finite size is 

interesting in view of the fact that the transient solution close to the wave front can be represented 

#. by an integral of the high-frequency component of the solution. The analysis of the paper is first 

based on the observation of several researchers, e.g., Achenbach and Kuo [1986], Ma and Hou 

[1989], Markenscoffand Ni [1984] that antiplane shear deformation in an anisotropic solid can be 

deduced from the corresponding deformations of an isotropic solid by a transformation of relevant 

co-ordinates and parameters. Based on this observation, analysis ofthe.interface crack by line loads 

between two bonded dissimilar anisotropic elastic solids can first be converted to that of a crack 

between two dissimilar isotropic elastic materials. Later, following the method of Chang [1971], the 

problem has been formulated as an extended Wiener-Hopf equation. The Wiener-Hopf equation in 

brief can be found in the book of Achenbach [1973]. The asymptotic solutions for high-frequencies 

or for wave lengths short compared to the width of the crack have been derived. Expression for the 

dynamic stress intensity factor near the crack tips has been obtained and the results have been 

illustrated for different pairs of materials. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Let (X,Y,Z) be rectangular Cartesian co-ordinates. The X-axis is taken along the interface, 

Y-axis vertically upwards into the medium and Z-axis is perpendicular to the plane of the paper. Let 

an open crack of finite width 2L be located at the interface of two bonded dissimilar anisotropic 

semi-infinite elastic solids lying parallel to X-axis. The anisotropic half-planes are characterized by 

·the elastic moduli (C ik)j; (i,k=4,5) and mass density Pj. The subscriptj (j=1,2) corresponds to the 
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Fig. I. Geometry of the problem. 
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upper and lower semi-infinite media respectively. 

A pair of concentrated time-harmonic antiplane shear forces in the Z-direction of magnitudes 

F1 and F2 act on the crack faces Y=O+ and Y=O- respectively at X=O as shown in Fig.!. Thus the 

crack boundary conditions are 
_ ~-F 1 o(X)e-i"'t;· IXI<L, Y~O+, 

ayz(X,Y,t) - . 
F

2
1l(X)e _,.,t; lXI <L, Y ~o-, 

a~l(X,Y,t) ~ a~l(X,Y,t) at Y~O, IXI>L 

W 1(X,Y,t) ~ W2 (X,Y,t) at Y~o, IXI>L, 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

where w·is the circular frequency. Two dimensional antiplane wave motions of homogeneous 

anisotropic linearly elastic solids are governed by 

a2w. a2W. a2W. - a2w. 
(C ) J + 2(C ) J + (C ) J. ~ p. __ J 

55 j axz . 45 j axav 44 j avz J atz G ~1,2), (4) 

where Wi (X,Y,t) are the out-of-plane displacements. 

The XY -plane has been assumed to coincide with one of the planes of material symmetry 

such that inplane and anti-plane motions are not coupled. 

The relevant stress components are 

G) aw. aw. 
a ~(C)-J+(C) J xz 55 j ax 45 j av , (5) 

G) aw aw. 
a - (C ) · .J + (C ) _J 
vz- 45iax 44iaY· (6) 

-
Following Achenbach and Kuo [1986] and Kuo and Cheng [1991] we introduce a co-ordinate 

transformation 

(C45). 
x~X---JY 

(C44). , 
J 

- flj y y- (C) , 
44 j 

z ~ z, 

(j=1,2) (7) 
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where 

G = 1, 2). (8) 

Equation (7) and the chain rule of diffrentiation reduced ( 4) to the standard wave equation 

&W. &w. 2 &W . 
__ J + __ J = S· __ J (9) 
axz ciyz J at2 ' 

where 

2 P· Pj (C44\ 
S· = __l and P· = . , 
J ll· J ll· 

J J 

(10) 

si is the slowness of shear waves. Without loss of generality we assume that 

(II) 

Assume 

(12) 

so that wi (x,y) satisfy the following Helmholtz equations 

V2w/x,y) + k}w/x,y) = 0, j = 1,2, (13) 

& az 
V2 =- +- andk=ws j=l,2. axz ay2 J J' 

with 

It follows from equation (11) that k2 > k1 • 

It is easily verified from (4), (5) and (6) that the relevant displacement and the stress 

component in a physical anisotropic solid are related to those in the corresponding isotropic solid 

by 

Wi(X,Y,t) = W/x,y,t), 

U) ll· Ul 
Oxz(X,Y,t) = (C J) oxz(x,y,t) 

44 . 
U) - U) J 

Oyz (X,Y,t) - ayz (x,y,t). 

(C4s). Ul 
+ __ J a (xyt) 

(C44)· yz , ' , 
J 

Further writing 

o~(x,y,t) = 1:~(x,y)e -iwt, j = 1,2, 
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under the changed co-ordinate system the boundary conditions (1), (2) and (3) reduce to 

't"~(x,y) 
awl 

-F1o(x); lxi<L, y=O+, =J.!- = 
I ay 

't"~(x,y) 
aw2 

F2 o(x); I xi <L, y=O-= 1.!- = lay 
~ and 

lxi>L, y=O, 

lxi>L. 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

To obtain the solution to the wave equation (13), introduce the Fourier transform defmed by 

:--? 
' 

- 1 foo . 
w(a,y) = -- w(x,y)e'""dx. 

{Iii -oo 

The transformed wave equations are 
2-

d WI 2 2 -
---(a -k1 )w1 (a,y) = 0, y;,O, 

dy2 

2-
d w2 2 2 -
---(a -k2 )w2 (a,y) = 0, y,;O. 

dy2 

The solutions of (23) and (24) which are bounded as y - oc are 

where 

w
1 

(a,y) = A
1
(a)e -y,y; y;,q, 

w
2 

(a,y) = Az(a)e y,y; y<o, 

Ia I >ki, 

Ia I <ki. 

Introduce, for a complex a 

G,(a) = .~ j 't"~(x,O)ei•(x-Lldx, 
V 21t L . 

1 G_(a) = -
{Iii 

-L 

J 't"~(x,O)ei•(.,Lldx, 
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L 

G/a) =_I_ J 't"~(x,O)ei"xdx. 
Iii -L 

The transformed stress at interface y=O can therefore be written as 

i"~ (a,O) = G+(a)ei•L + G_(a)e -iaL + G/a). 

Using the boundary conditions (I8) and (I9), we get 

. F. 
G.(a) = (-I)J _J · G=I,2). 

J Iii 
Now 

i~l (a,O-) 

Using (33) and (34), equation (3I) can be written in the form 

(-I)iJ.!.y.A.(a) = G (a)ei•L+G (a)e-i•L+(-l)il. 
JJJ + - Iii 

Therefore 

Now 

Ai(a) = (-I)i[G.(a)ei•L +G_(a)e-i•L + (-I)il]. 
J.!iYi fii 

L 

w1(a,O+) -w2(a,O-) =_I_ f {w1(x,O+) -w2(x,O-)}ei"xdx = B(a), say 
Iii -L 

(30) 

(3I) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

which is the measure of the displacement discontinuity across the crack surface. Therefore 

(36) 

Substituting the values of Ai (a) from (35) in equation (36) one fmds an extended Wiener-Hopf 

equation namely 

G+(a)ei•L + G_(a)e -iaL + B(a)K(a) = K(a) {2-2}, 
fii 1-!1 Y1 J.!z Yz 

where 

K(a) = 
J.!lJ.!zY1Yz 

J.!1Yl+J.!zY2 
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~--<( . ~-

and 

CJ.11 + J.lz) 1<rxz- k{) 
R~)=--~==~v~~=== 

J.l) v<rx2- k~) + J.lz v<rxz- k{) 

(39) 

In order to obtain the high-frequency solution of the Wiener-Hopf equation given by (37) one 

assumes that the branch points rx.=k1 and rx=k2 ofK(rx.) possess a small imaginary part. Therefore k1 

and k2 are replaced by k1+ik1' and k2+ik2' respectively where k1' and k2' are infinitesimally small 

positive quantities which would ultimately be made to tend to zero. 

Now K(rx.)=K.(rx) K_(rx.) where K.(rx) is analytic in the upper half-plane Imrx. >- k; whereas 

K_(rx.) is analytic in the lower half-plane Imrx. < k2' are given by (cf. Pal and Ghosh [I990]; Wickham 

[I980]) 

K:(rx) = dt , 

where 

Since 'tyz (x,O) decreases exponentially as x- ±co, G+(rx.) and G_(rx.) have the common region 

of regularity as K.(rx) and K_(rx.). It may be noted that B(rx) is analytic in the whole of a-plane. 

Now (37) can easily be expressed as two integral equations relating G+(a), G_(a) and B(a) 

as follows: 

G:(a) +_I_ G,(s)e•2isL ds- _I_· e•isLK,(s) { FI 

K:(a) 2rci L (s-o:)K;,(s) 2rci L .[Ii(s-o:) J.1 1y1(s) 

. I G (s)e +2isL I e +isLK (s) { F 
= - B(a)K (a)e +taL--- " ds + ·-- " 1 . 

" 2rci J (s-a)K;,(s) 2rci J ,fii(s-a) J.l 1Y1(s) 
c" c:;: 
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Im ( s) 

kl 
k2 

c. ' --t• Re ( s) 

' c+ • - kl ·k 2 

Fig.2. Path of integration in the complex s-plane. 
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where C+ and C. are the straight contours situated within the common region of regularity ofG+(s), 

G_(s), K,(s) and K_(s) as shown in Fig.2. 

In the first equation of(40) (i.e. the equation involving upper subscripts), the left-hand side 

~ is analytic in the upperhalfplane whereas the right-hand side is analytic in the lowerhalfplane and 

both of them are equal in the common region of analyticity of these two functions. So by analytic 

continuation, both sides of the equation are analytic in the whole of the s-plane. Now, since 

as x-:!:L 

so G+(o:) = O(o:- 112
) as l.o:l-"', Imo:>O 

and also K.,(o:) = O(o: 112
) as lo:l-"', Imo:,.O. 

So it follows that 

G+(o:) = O(o:-') 
K+(o:) 

as lo:l-"', Imo:>O. 

Presumably one has w1(x,O+) -w2(x,O-) = O(lx+LI 112 ) as x-±L. 

Then it follows by standard Abelian asymptotics (cf. Noble [1958]; p.36) that 

Consequently one has 

as lo:l-oo, Imo:<O. 

Thus both sides of the first equation of ( 40) are 0( ct. -I) as I a 1- "' in the respective half-planes. 

Therefore by Liouville's Theorem, both sides of the first equation of (40) are equal to zero. 

The second equation of ( 40) (i.e. the equation involving lower subscripts) can be treated similarly. 

Therefore from (40) one obtains the system of integral equations given by 

G.,(o:) 1 G.(s)e•2isL 1 e•isLK,(s) { F, Fz } 

K±(o:) + 21ti £cs-o:)K±(s) ds- 21ti £-.[iit(s-o:) J.l,y,(s)- llzYz(s) ds = 0. 
(41) 
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Since 't"~ (x,O) is an even function of x, so from (28) and (29) it can be shown that 

. G,(-a) ~G_(a) and K,(-a) =iK_(a) (cf. Pal and Ghosh [1990]). Using these results and 

replacing a by -a and s by -s in the first equation of ( 41) it can easily be shown that both the 
I 

__).._ equations in (41) are identical. So G, (a) andG_ (a) are to be determined from any one of the integral 

·-t 

equations in ( 41 ). 

3. HIGH FREQUENCY SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 

To solve the second integral equation of(41) in the case when the normalized wave number 

k1L » 1, the integration along the path C in ( 41) is replaced by the integration along the contours Lk 
I 

and Lk, around the branch cuts through the branch points k1 and k2 of the function K_ (s) as shown 

in Fig.3. Thus the second equation in ( 41) takes the form 

- K_(a) G,(s)e 2isL K_(a) eisLK,(s) { F F } 
G (a)= J ds+ J 1 

-
2 ds.(42) 

- 21ti , (s-a)K_(s) 21ti , {fii(s-a) J.l 1Y1(s) J.l2Y2(s) 
t..,, t..,, t..,, t..,, 

For k1L » 1, it can be shown that 

f 
G,(s)e

2
isL d _ -1 ~ G,(kj)K,(kj) in/4 2ik-L 

s - - - e e 1 , j=1,2, 
t.., (s -a)K_(s) J.li kiL (ki -a) 

and ' 

(43) 

J + s l - 2 eisLds" L (-1)i i + i e . (44) 
K () { F F } 2 F K (k) i(k;L•n/4) 

t..,,•t..,, {fii(s-a) lltV(s2-k~) J.l2V(s2-k{) j=t J.lj(kj-a)JkiL 

Using the results of(43) and (44) and also the relationsG, (-a) = G_ (a) and K_ (a) = -iK, (-a) one 

obtains from ( 42) 

where· 

2 

F.(-a) + L 
j=l 

F.(~) = 

(45) 

= (46) 
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Im ( s) 

c_ 

'--t 
--....,0~--------+ Re ( s) 

Fig.3. Path of integration C , Lk , Lk . 
- I 2 
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~-. -

~
·--~ 

All;)~ [K,(~)]2ein/4, 

2{if. . 
1 2 F. K (k) i(kiL•n/4) 

C@ ~ -. L (-l)i•l_J , J e . 
21t1 i=I lli (ki +~) VkiL 

Substituting a=-k1 and a=-k2 in (45) one obtains respectively the equations 

[ 1 + MI (kl)e 2ik,L ]F' (kl) + _!2M I (k,)e 2i'sLp' (k,) ~ - C(kl) 
ll2 

and 

where 

M (~) ~ A(~) 
J ll/kJ + ~) yU: 

Now solution of(49) and (50) gives 

where 

F,(km) ~ [ ::Mm(kn)C(kn)e
21

k"L- C(km){l +Mn(kn)e
21

k"L}]P(kpk,) 

(for m=l, n=2 and for m=2, n=l) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

-I 

P(kpk,) ~ 1 + MI (ki)e2ik,L + M,(k,)e2ilsL + ( ki- k,) 2 MI (ki)M,(k,)e2i(k,•~)L (53) 
kl + kz 

For high-frequency, expanding P(k1, kz) up to O(kiL) -I and neglecting the terms involving (ki L) -2 

and the higher order terms in F+(k1) and F+(k2) in (52) respectively, one obtains from equations (45) 

and (46) 

where 

G_(a) = 

K.(~) e i(IL•n/4) 
L(~) ~ ---

jf;[ 

(54) 

(55) 
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Replacing a by -a and using the relations K _(-a) =- iK.(a) and G_(-a) = G,(a) one obtains, 

G.(a) = - K,(a) t (-1)iL(k.)F.{ 1 - t 
21t j~l J J (kj +a) J.lj m~l 

Mj (km) 2ikm L 
--"--=--e 
llm(km +a) 

2 2 

+ E E 
m"'l n=l 

Mi(km)Mm(kn) e2i(km•k,)L}· 

lln (kn +a) 

4. STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR NEAR THE CRACK TIPS 

For a - +oo along the real axis, 

J.l1 + J.l2 

From (53) and (56) one obtains, 

where 

s = 

G,(a) - S a-112 and G_(a) - -iS a-112 , 

1 

21t 

+ ~ t ~(km~~m(kn) e2i(km•k,)L}· 

Using (57) and (58), equation (37) yields 

B(a) = _S_{ie -i•L _ e iaL }( J.l1 + J.l2) + _1_ {F1 _ F2 }..!. . 
a.[ri. J.l1 J.l2 {Iii J.l1 J.l2 a 

From equations (18), (19) and (20) one obtains, 

-r;;> (x,O+)- -r;;> (x,O-) = - (F
1 

+ F
2
)o(x). 

Taking Fourier transformation on both sides, we obtain 

~~\a,O+) - ~g\a,O-) = - (Fl + F2) 
{Iii 

or 
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From equations (60), (61) and (36) one obtains when a-+= along the real axis, 

Now 

··I F 
A.(N) __ (-1)J S [· -iaL iaLJ 1 1 j. 

J ~ -'-'--'---'- te - e + ----, 
llj a ra {f1i a llj 

j=1,2. 

'~ (x,y) - aw/x,y) - a I 1 f~A ( ) -r;IYJ-iaxd I -ll· -11.--- .ae a 
J ay Jay {fi_~ J 

= (-1)i~ J~ y.A.(a)e-r;IYI[e-iax+eiax]da 
{fioJJ 

as by equation (3 S) Ai (a) is an even function of a. 

(62) 

(63) 

Substituting the values of Ai (a) as I a I - =we can write the stress in the vicinity of the crack 

tip as 

where 

. F. ~ 
+ ( -1)J...l J e -aJyJ cosxada 

ll . 
0 

S (1- .) ~ -ajyj 
= 

1 J _e __ [ cosa(x+L) -sina(x+L) +cosa(x-L) +sina(x-L)]da + 
{f1i o ra 

+ ( -J)i Fi j e -aJyJ cosxada . 

ll 0 

= S(l-i) -cos-1 +-cos--2 +(-1)J...l , 
[ 

1 8 1 8] . F. IYI 
{r; 2 {r;. 2 n x2 +y2 

(64) 

(65) 

It is to be noted that the final term in equation (64) which can be reduced to - Fi Y describes 
n x2 +y2 

the behaviour of the stress near the source. Therefore at the interface (y=O) we obtain 

' = s (1 - i) 
yz J(x- L) 

as x-L+O, (66) 
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s (1 -i) 

J-(x+L) 
as x--L-0. 

Now the dimensionless stress intensity factor is defined by, 

K = S(1 - i) 

Ftjk; 

where S is given by (59). 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

(67) 

(68) 

Since from equations (7) and (16) we note that for Y=O, x=X and y=O and that 

a~z(X,O,t) =a~(x,O,t), therefore, the elastodynamic mode-ill stress intensity factor of the interface 

crack in an anisotropic bimaterials is the same as that of an interface crack of the corresponding 

isotropic bimaterial given by (68). 

Numerical calculations have been carried out for both the cases of antisymmetric (F1 = -F2 

=F) and symmetric (F1 = F2 =F) antipla11e loadings. For numerical evalution of the stress intensity 

factors, the three material pairs (Nayfen, [1995]), given in Table-1, h11ve been considered. 

Table-1. Engineering elastic constants of different materials. 

Medium Name p(Kg m ·3) C44 (Gpa) c55 (Gpa) C45 (Gpa) 

Type of material pair : I 
1. Carbon-epoxy 1.57 X 103 3.98 6.4 0 
2. Graphite-epoxy 1.60 X 103 6.55 2.6 0 

Type o~ material pair : II 
1. Isotropic Chromium 7.20 X 103 115.2 115.2 0 
2. Isotropic Steel 7.90 X 103 81.91 81.91 0 

Type of material pair : III 
1. Graphite 1.79 X 103 5.52 28.3 0 
2. Carbon-epoxy 1.57 X 103 3.98 6.4 0 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The absolute values of the complex stress intensity factors defined by ( 68) have been plotted 

against k1L in Figs. 4-6, for symmetric as well as for antisymmetric loadings for values of 

dimensionless frequency k1L varying from 1.01 to 10. 

It is interesting to note that in the case of symmetric loading, the stress intensity factor fust 

increases with the increasing k1L, attains a maximum and the with further increase ofk1L, decreases 

gradually with oscillatory behavior. On the other hand in the case of antisymmetric loading, stress 

intensity factor at first decreases sharply but with the increase of k1L, it shows almost the same 

behaviours as the case for symmetric loading. The general oscillatory feature for the curves in Figs. 

4-6 are due to the effect of interaction between the waves generated by the two tips of the crack. 

----X----
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2TRANSIENT RESPONSE DUE TO A PAIR OF ANTIPLANE POINT IMPACT 

LOADING ON THE FACES OF A FINITE GRIFFITH CRACK AT THE 

BIMATERIAL INTERFACE OF ANISOTROPIC SOLIDS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of a crack in an elastic material under the action of impulsive loading has been 

a subject of considerable interest recently. Sih et a! [1972] have considered the problem for an 

infinite isotropic material and Kassir and Bandyopadhyay [1983] studied infinite orthotropic 

material. Stephen and Hwel [1970] also investigated the problem of diffraction of transient SH

waves by a crack of finite width and a rigid ribbon, also of finite width. 

However in present years the extensive use of composite materials in the modem technology 

has created interest among scientists for carrying on considerable research work in the modeling, 

testing and analysis of laminated media. The laminated composites which behave as anisotropic 

material may be weakened by interface flaws which lead to serious degradation in load carrying 

capacity. 

Kuo [1984] carried out numerical and analytical studies of transient response of an interfacial 

semi-infinite crack between two dissimilar orthotropic half spaces. The problem of diffraction of 

transient horizontal shear waves by a finite crack located at the interface of two bonded dissimilar 

elastic half spaces has been treated by Takei eta! [1982]. 

Neerhoff [1979] studied the diffraction of Love waves by a crack of finite width at the 

interface of a layered half space. Kuo and Cheng [1991] considered the elastodynamic response due 

2 Published in the Int. J. Engineering Science, V36, 1197-1213, 1998. 
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to antiplane point impact loadings on the faces of an interface semi-infinite crack along dissimilar 

anisotropic materials. 

In our present paper, we are interested in the antiplane transient elastodynamic responses and 

stress intensity factors of a Griffith crack of finite width lying along the interface of two dissimilar 

anisotropic elastic materials. The crack is subjected to a pair of suddenly applied antiplane 

concentrated line loading situated at the middle of the cracked surface. The materials are assumed 

to possess certain material symmetry and the crack plane is assumed to coincide with one of the 

planes of material symmetry, so that the in plane and the anti plane motion are not coupled. 

The analysis of the paper is first based on the observation of several researches, e.g. 

Markenscoff and Ni [1984], Achenbach and Kuo [1981], that antiplane shear deformation in an 

anisotropic solid can be deduced from the corresponding deformations of an isotropic solid by a 

transformation of relevant co-ordinates and parameters. Based on this observation, analysis of the 

interface crack by transient line loads between two bonded dissimilar anisotropic elastic materials 

has first been converted to the corresponding problem between two dissimilar isotropic elastic solids. 

Later following Thau and Lu [1970], spatial and time transform are applied to the governing 

differential equations and generalized Wiener-Hopf type equations are obtained. The integral 

equation arising are solved by the standard iteration procedure. Physically, each successive order of 

iteration corresponds to successive scattered or rescattered wave from one crack tip to other. 

Finally results are presented for the stress intensity factor near the crack tips. Each crack tip 

stress intensity factor is plotted versus time for a pair of different type of anisotropic materials. 
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Fig. I. Geometry of the problem. 
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2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Consider antiplane deformation of a Griffith crack of finite width 2L lying between dissimilar 

anisotropic half planes which are characterized by the elastic moduli (C ik).; (i,k=4,5) and mass 
J 

+ density~. The subscriptj (j=1,2) refers to the upper and lower media respectively. Let (X,Y,Z) be 

the Cartesian co-ordinates. The X-axis is taken along the interface, Y -axis vertically upwards into 

the mediiun and Z-axis is perpendicular to the plane of the paper (Fig.!). 

For time t<O, the elastic solids are at rest. For time t;,O, a pair of concentrated antiplane shear 

forces in the Z-direction of magnitudes F1 and F2 act on the crack faces Y=O+ and Y=O- respectively 

at X=O. Thus the crack boundary conditions are 

" {-F1o(X)H(t); 
Oyz (X,Y,t) = 

F2 o(X) H(t); 

IXI<L, Y=O+, 

IXI<L, Y=O-, 
(1) 

where HO and 60 are the Heaviside step and Dirac delta functions respectively. Ahead of the crack 

tips, the interface boundary conditions which corresponds to the continuity of the displacement and 

traction along the welded part of the interface along IXJ>L, Y=O are 

"(I) "(2) 
Oyz (X, 0, t) = Oyz (X, 0, t) (2) 

1\ 1\ 

W1 (X,O,t) = W2 (X,O,t). (3) 

Two dimensional anti plane wave motions of homogeneous anisotropic linearly elastic solids are · 

governed by ( Carnprin [ 19 81]) 

" 2 1\ azwl. a w. 
(C ) -- + 2(C ) l 55 j ax2 45 j axay 
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2 1\ " a w. 
= p--J 

J at 2 
(j = 1,2), (4) 



+ 

1\ 

where W j (X, Y, t) is the out-of-plane displacement. 

The crack plane has been assumed to coincide with one of the planes of material symmetry 

such that inplane and out-plane motions are not coupled. 

The relevant stress components are 

/\G) 
Oxz (X, Y, t) 

1\ aw. 
- (C ) J 
- 55 j ax 

1\ aw. 
+ (C ) J 

45 j aY 

" aw. 
+ (C ) J 44 j aY 

(5) 

(6) 

Following Achenbach and Kuo [1986] and Ma [1989], we introduce a co-ordinate 

transformation which has also been used by Kuo and Cheng [1991] 

where 

(C45)· 
x=X---1 Y 

. (C44)· , 
J 

- ~j y 
y - (C44)· , 

J 
z = z, 

(j=1,2) 

G = 1, 2). 

Transformation given by equation (7) reduce equation ( 4) to the standard wave equation 

1\ " a2w. a2w. __ J + __ J 

ax2 ay2 
where 

2/\ 
2 a w. 

= S· __ J 
J at2 , 
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+ 

(10) 

si is the slowness of shear waves. Without any loss of generality we assume that 

(11) 

It is easily verified from equations ( 4) - ( 6) that the relevant displacement and the stress 

component in the physical anisotropic solid are related to those in the corresponding isotropic solid 

by 

1\ 

Wj(X,Y,t) = W/X,y,t), 

/\G) 
Oxz (X,Y,t) 

1\G) G) 
Oyz (X,Y,t) = ayz(x,y,t). 

(C4s). Gl 
+ __ J a (xyt) 

(C ) yz , , , 
44 j 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

From equations (9) and (12), the anti plane wave motions of the corresponding isotropic 

bimaterial in the transformed co-ordinate are governed by the standard wave equation 

2 a2w. 
= S· __ J. 

J at2 , 

and the relevant stress components are 

G) awj 
.ayz(x,y, t) = "·.... J ay . 

G = 1,2) 
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Under the changed co-ordinate system the boundary conditions equations (1) - (3) reduce to 

_ r F1 o(x) H(t); lxi<L, y=O+ 
ayz(x,y, t) -

lxi<L, Y=O-· F
2
o(x)H(t); 

+ 
(17) 

(I) _ (2) , ayz (x,y,t) - ayz (x,y,t), lxi>L, y=O, (18) 

w1 (x,y,t) = w2 (x,y,t); lxi>L, y=O. (19) 

Hence 

awl 
111 - = -F1 o(x)H(t); lxi<L, y=O+ ay 

(20) 

(21) 

and 

lxi>L, y=O (22) 

w1(x,O,t) = wz(x,O,t); lxi>L, y=O. (23) 

We begin the analysis by introducing unknown functions wi and awi I ay along the x-axis 

over the intervals where the functions are not specified by equations (22) and (23). 

Assume that 

-L<x<L (24) 

0 and 
>-. 
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<J>(x + L, t); 

<J>(x- L, t); 

y=O, x+L<O 

y=O, x-L>O 

Now we introduce Laplace anfFourier transforms defined as 

F(x,y,p) = J f(x,y,t) e -p'dt, 

0 

so that their inverse transforms are 

f(x,y,t) = ~ J F(x,y,p)eP1dp, 
2m 

BR 

-
F((,y,p) = J F(x,y,p)e -iCxdx 

F(x,y,p) =_I JOOF((,y,p) eiCxd(. 
2n: 

Taking Laplace transform with respect tot of both sides of equation (24) (for I xI< L) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

W/x,O,p) = J wi(x,O,t)e-P'dt = J g/x,O,t)e-P1dt = G/x,O,p); lxi<L. (28) 

0 0 

Next taking Laplace and Fourier transform on wave equation (15) one obtains 

2-a WI 2 2 -
---((+k)w =0; y>O, 

dy2 I I 
(29) 

(30) 

where 

k2 
= s2 p 2

· (" 1 2) J J , J=, . (31) 
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The solutions of equations (29) and (30) which are bounded as IYI- = are 

(32) 

+ 
W2 ((,y,p) = ~(()e YzY; y<o, (33) 

where 

(34) 

The transformed stress at the interface y=O can be written as 

BW/(,O,p) 1 - · 
1-!j ay = eiO-<I>.((,p) + P elj + e-iO-([>_((,p), [j=1,2, ej=(-l)l], (35) 

where 

and 

<I>. and <I>_ are analytic in the complex half plane Im( () > -k1 and Im( () < k1 respectively. So from 

equations (32) and (33) one obtains 
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(36) 

Equation (35) with aid of equation (36) yields 

Taking aid of equations (19), (28), (32) and (33) one obtains 

- -
WI ((,O,p)- w2 ((,O,p) = J {WI (x,O,p) - W2(x,O,p) }e -iCx dx 

L 

= J { G1 (x,O,p)- G2 (x,O,p) }e -iCx dx = B(() (say) 

-L 
so that 

(38) 

By the help of equations (37) and (38) one finds an extended Wiener-Hopf equation namely 

where 

K(() = 
lliil2Y1Y2 

1-LIYI + ll2Y2 
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so that 

(42) 

(43) 

The solution of equation (39) along with two transform inversions completes the problem. 

Here we shall concentrate on fmding and then inverting <I>. and <I>_ since <j>(x+L, t) and <j>(x-L,t) 

from equation (25) are egual to the shear stresses directly ahead of the crack tips. Hence they are 

required for the determination of dynamic stress intensity factors at the crack tips. 

In order to solve equation (39), the function K(() is at first made single valued by drawing 

branch cuts along the 1]-axis (recall (=~+iT]) from T]=k1 to oo and from Tj=-k1 to -oo. It is then broken 

up into the pr9duct of two functions which are analytic in the overlapping regions Im( ()>-k1 and 

Im(()<k1 so that 

K(() = K.(()K_((). (44) 

Next we divide equation (39) by K.(() and change ( to ( 1 in it and redivide it by 

2 1t i e K'L ( ( 1 - () which yields 

e -i,'LK_((1)B((1) 

2ni((1- () 
= 

<I>.((') <!> _((')e -2i(
1
L 

------------ + ------------
2niK.((1)((1 -() 2niK.((1)((1 -() 

(45) 

Now with ( 1 
= ~1 + i1] 1

, take a line 1 1 in the ( 1-plane lying in the strip - k 1 <1]1 <k1 ; choose 
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(to be a point lying above L1 (i.e. 1]>1]1) and integrate equation (45) along L1 from -oo<~1<oo 

;p ((') ;p ((')e -2K
1
L -J + d(' + J - d(' 

21tiK ((1)((1 -() 21tiK ((1)((1 -() 
Ll + Lt + 

(46) 

Since B((') is analytic in the entire plane and K_ ((1)e -i,'L is analytic in the lower half 

plane, so considering semicircular contour in the lower half plane the first integral is found to be 

equal to zero. 

Again while evaluating the second integral, a semicircular contour in the upper half plane is 

considered. Consequently the second integral is found to yield the value <Il. (()IK. ((). 

Next for the last two integrals the integration path is deformed to the path round the branch 

cut through the branch points ( = -ik1 and -ik2 as shown in. Fig.2 so that fiQ.ally equation ( 46) takes 

the form 

iK.(() 00 ii>J-ik1(l+A.)]K_[-ik1(l+A.)]e-2Lk,(l•l.) dA. 

1t f.l1 I [ikl o +A.) +(]{A.( A.+ 2) 

+ iK.( () 00 ;p- [ -ikz (1 +A.)] K_ [ -ikz (1 +A.)] e -2LI<,(I •l.J dA. 

1tf.l2 I [ikz(l +A.)+(] v'A.(J.. +2) 

+ iF I K. (() oo K_ [ -ikl (1 +A.)] e -Lk,(I •l.) dA. 

ltf.l1P I [ikl(l+A.)+(]JA.(A.+2) 

_ iF2K.(() 00 K_[ -ikz(l +A.)] e -LI<,(I •l.l dA.. 

1tf.l2P. I [ikz(l +A.)+(] JA.(A.+2) 
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Jm-z;' 

ik2 

ik, 
l c-oo Lz ic+oo 

·~ 

• ~ et;' 

-ic-= -ik, L1 -i c-+oo 

-ik 2 -' -· 

Fig.2. Patli of integration. 
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Similarly we can derive an equation for <I>_(~) by dividing equation (39) by 

21tie -l{'L K_ ((') (~1 -~) after first changing~ to (' and then choosing a line of integration 1 2 in the 

strip - k1 < 1]1 <k1 . The point ~ is taken below 1 2 and the result analogous to equation ( 4 7), then 

~ becomes; 

<I>_(~) 
= iK_(() ~ <l>.[ik1(1 +A.)]K.[ik1(1 +A.)]e-2Lk,(I•J.) dA. 

lt!ll £ [ikl(l+A.)-~]JA.(A.+2) 
+ iK_(O ~ <l>.[i~(l +A.)]KJi~(l +A.)] e -

2
Lk,(l•J.) dA. 

ltl-12 £ [i~(l+A.)-~]JA.(A.+2) 
_ iF1 K_(~) ~ KJik1(1+A.)]e-Lk,(I+i.) dA. 

1tll1P £ [ik1 (1+A.)-~lJA.(A.+2) 
iF2K_(~) ~ KJilr (1 +A.)] e -Lk,(I +I.) 

+ f ·~ ·dA.. 
1t ll2P 0 [i~ (1 +A.) - ~] JA.(A. + 2) 

(48) 

The integral equations have been solved by the standard iteration method and it may be noted 

that each successive order of iteration is a solution of the problem for successively increasing units 

of time starting from t=O. Since each unit of time here corresponds exactly to the time required for 

an SH-wave to traverse the crack width, we can interpret physically each order of iteration in terms 

of the successive scatterings of waves from one crack to other and back again. Now we consider the 

zeroth order solutions of equations (47) and (48) as 

= _iF...:1c....K_._(~_)_e_-Lk_, ~ K_ [ -ik1 (1 +A.)] e -Lk,i. dA. 

£ [ikl (I +A.) + ~] JA.(A. + 2) 

_ iF2K+(~)e-Lk, ~ K_[i~(1+A.)]e-Lk,i. dA. 

1tll2P £ [ikz(l +A.)+(] JA.(A. +2) 
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and 

= _ iF
1
K_(()e -Lk, ~ K.[ik

1
(1 +A.)] e -Lk,i. dA. 

1t lltP I [ikl (1 +A.) -(]{A.( A.+ 2) 

+ iF2K_(()e -LI<, ~ K.[iJs(l +A.)] e -Lk,i. dA.. 

1t).l2p I [iJs(l +A.)- (J vA.(A.+2) 
(50) 

Due to the presence of exponentially decaying terms in the integrands the main contribution 

to the integrals would be from small values of A.. So approximately evaluating the integrals we obtain 

finally 

F
1
K+(()K+(ik

1
)e -Lk, 

).11 p ( ( + ik1) J2 n:Lk1 

iF
1 
K_(()K+(ik

1
)e -Lk, 

J.l 1p(( -ik1) J2n:Lk1 

F2K+ (()K+ (iJs)e -LI<, 

).l2p(( +iJs) J2n:LJs 

iF2K_(()K+(iJs)e -Lk, 

).l2p(( -iJs) Jzn:LJs 

(51 a) 

(51 b) 

The expression for ~~)(()and ~~)(()may be recognised as the solutions corresponding 

to the separate problems of diffraction of semi-infinite cracks y=O, x>-L and y=O, x<L respectively 

because until the scattered wave emanating from a given crack tip reaches the opposite crack tip, the 

semi-infinite crack solution must apply. 

The waves originating from concentrated line sources at x=O, y=O+ and x=O, y=O- arrive at 

the crack edges at t=s1L and t=s2L respectively. 

The waves arriving at one edge at time t=s1L and t=s2L respectively through the upper and 

lower media reach the opposite edge at times t=3s1L, s2L+2s1L through the upper medium and at 

time t=s 1L+2s2L, 3s2L through the lower medium. So the first order solution ~~1l(() and ~~\0 

which we obtain by substituting equations (51 a- b) into the integral equations (47) and (48) gives 
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the effect of these waves and it is valid until t=5s1L when the second scattered wave from the 

opposite edge first arrives. So the first order iteration becomes 

- 2 K (r)i£><0l(-ik )K (ik )e -2Lk, 2 (-1)'F K (()K (ik )e-Lk, 
<1>~1) (() = L ' <, - r ' r - L r ' ' r (52a) 

r=l 2J.L,(( + ik,) JnLk, r=l Jl,p(( + ik,) J2nLk, 

and 

- 2 K cr)ii>(O)(ik )K (ik )e -2Lk, 
<1>~1) ( () = _ i L - > • r , r 

r=l 2J.L,( (- ik,) JnLk, 

2 (-l)'F K (r)K (ik )e-Lk, 
- i L r - <, ' r . (52b) 

r=l Jl,p(( -ik,) J2nLk, 

For stress intensity factor since we are interested in the singular part of the stress near the 

crack tip, so making Kl-= and noting that R~·2 CO tends to unity as Kl-= we obtain 

and 

i£>~l( -ik,)K,(ik,)e -2Lk, 

2J.L,JC( +ik,) JnLk, 
- L r ' r (53a) 

2 (-1)'F K (ik )e-Lk, I 
r=l Jl,PJC( + ik,) J2nLk, 

- L r ' r . (53b) 
2 ( -1) 'F K (ik ) e-Lk, I 

r=l Jl,PJ(( -ik,) J2nLk, 

Taking inverse Fourier transform we obtain, 

<I> (x±L) = ± Jll Jl2 1 - I ' I e 
( )

2 I F [RI(ik )]3 s1p(±x-2L) 

± Jl1 + Jl2 2nJ(L lx±LI) J.Li JJ.Ls1 L p 312 
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(54) 

Next from equation (54) the normalized stress intensity factors K,.L (t) where subscripts -L, 

+L refer to the corresponding values at the crack tips at x~-L and x~L respectively have been 

derived. 

Noting that R~·2 (ik1) and R? (ikz) are independent of p and using shifting theorem, the 

inverse Laplace transform finally gives the normalised dynamic stress intensity factors as 

Fz z. 3 r"t ) l - ~ [R. (lkz)] ~ l y - 3) H(1:- 3y) , I <1:<5, (55) 
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where 

ll2 s2 t 
m = -, y =- and 1:--

111 s1 s1 L 

It may be noted that stress intensity factors at the both edges [K+L (t)[ and [K-L (t)[ are the 

.)r same which is also obvious from the symmetry of the problem. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

From equations (7) and (14) it is to be noted that Y=O, x=X and y=O and that 

"G> - . Oyz (X, 0, t) - dyz (x, 0, t). 

Therefore, elastodynamic mode III stress intensity factors at the crack tips of the interface 

crack in an anisotropic bimaterial are the same as that of the interface crack of the corresponding 

isotropic bimaterial given by equation (55). 

While carrying out numerical calculations both the cases of symmetric (F1 = F2 =F) and 

antisymmetric (F1 = -F2 =F) loading have been treated. For numerical evaluation of stress intensity 

factors at the tips of the cracks of finite width situated at the interface, the four ma~erial pairs (N ayfeh . 

[1995]), given in Table- I, have been considered. 

The· absolute value of the stress intensity factors defined by equation (55) has been plotted 

against 1: ( = _t_) for different material pairs in Figs. 3 - 6 for both the symmetric and 
s1L 

antisymmetric loading for values of 1: varying from 1.0 to 5.0. 

It is to be noted that in the case of antisymmetric loading, stress intensity factor increases in 

two steps, the first step corresponds to the first arrival of the wave at the crack tip moving along the 

upper face of the crack from the source and the second jump occurring because of the arrival of the 

wave at the crack tip due to wave moving along the lower face of the crack. 
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Table-I. Engineering elastic constants of different materials. 

Medium Name C44 (Gpa) C55 (Gpa) C45 (Gpa) 

Type of material pair: I 

1. Carbon-epoxy 1.57 X 103 3.98 6.4 0 

2. Graphite-epoxy 1.60 X 103 6.55 2.6 0 

Type of material pair : II .,_ 
1. Isotropic Chromiwn 7.20 X 103 115.2 115.2 0 

2. Isotropic Steel 7.90 X 103 81.91 81.91 0 

Type of material pair : III 

1. Isotropic Aluminium 2.70 X 103 26.45 26.45 0 

2. Carbon-epoxy 1.57 X 103 3.98 6.4 0 

Type of material pair : IV 

1. Copper coated 8.00 X 103 91 135 0 

Stainless Steel 

2. Isotropic Alwniniwn 2.70 X 103 26.45 26.45 0 
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It is interesting to note that after the arrival of the first scattered wave from the opposite edge 

of the crack, the stress intensity factor gradually decreases in the case of anti symmetric loading. 

However in the case of symmetric loading stress intensity factor at first increases when the 

~· wave moving from the source along the upper face of the crack surface reaches the crack tip but as 
0 0 

soon as the wave from the source moving along the lower face of the crack reaches the crack tip, 

suddenly it decreases for Type I and Type II material pairs and increases for Type ill and Type IV 

material pairs until the scattered wave from the opposite crack tip arrives when the stress intensity 

factor shows tendency of increasing but with slow oscillations. 

Appendix A 

where 

From equation (40) we obtain 

112 
m--

Ill 

m 1 '2+k~ 
--+--
l+m l+m '2+ki 

Taking logarithm on both sides, one obtains 
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~ 

So 

logR!CO 
1 

21ti 

-ic+.., 

J 
-ic-oo 

m 1 =-log--+--
1 +m 1 +m 

logR 1 (z) dz. 
z-( 

Replacing z by -z and using R\-z) = R1(z) 

1 
ic+oo 

logR 1 (z) dz = _I_ 
ic+"" 

logR!CO = J J 21ti z+( 21ti 
ic-oo ic-""' 

m l 
log 1+-

l+m m\ 

z+( 

z2+k2 1 
log 1+- 1 

1 
ic+CIO m, z2+k2 

J 2 dz --
21ti z+( 

ic-oo 

which yields, 

Similarly, 
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z2+k2 
1 

z2+k2 2 dz 

(A.2) 



Similarly, it can be shown that 

R1C<:) 

where R2
(() is given by equation (43). 

Using equation ( 40) or equation ( 41) it can be shown that 

K±(() = ( lltllz )tl2((±ikt)t/2R.1C() 
llt + llz 

From either equation (A.S) or equation (A.6) it can be easily shown that 

K_( -() = - iK+((). 

----x----

• 
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3INTERACTION OF HORIZONTALLY POLARISED SH-WA VE WITH A GRIFFITH 

CRACK MOVING ALONG THE BIMATERIAL INTERFACE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Scattering of elastic waves by a stationary or moving crack of finite width at the interface of 

two dissimilar elastic materials is important in view of its application in seismology as well as in 

fracture mechanics. The diffraction of Love waves by a stationary crack of finite width at the 

interface was investigated by Neerhoff[l979]. Kuo [1984] carried out analytical and numerical 

studies of transient response of an interfacial crack between two dissimilar ortbotropic half spaces. 

Srivastava eta! [1980] also derived the low frequency solution of the interaction of SH-wave by a 

Griffith crack at the interface of two bonded dissimilar elastic media. 

In the case of cracks of finite size, moving with uniform velocity, loads, for mathematical 

simplicity, are usually assumed to be independent of time. However, in practice, structures are often 

required to sustain oscillating loads where the dynamic disturbances propagate through the elastic 

medium in the form of stress waves. The problem of diffraction of a plane harmonic polarized shear 

wave by a half-plane crack extended under anti plane strain was first studied by Jahanshahi [1967]. 

Later Sih and Loeber [1970] and Chen and Sih [1975] also considered the problem of scattering of 

plane harmonic wave by a running crack of finite length. Recently the high frequency solution of the 

problem of diffraction of the horizontally polarizes shear wave by a finite crack moving on a 

bimaterial interface has been investigated by Pal and Ghosh [1993] using Wiener-Hopftechnique. 

3 In press, Indian Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, 2000. 
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In the present paper, we have investigated the low frequency solution of the scattering of 

plane SH-wave by a finite crack moving on bimaterial interface with uniform velocity. Using moving 

co-ordinate system and Fourier transform technique, the elastodynamic problem has been reduced 

to two pairs of dual integral equations. Following Sih and Loeber [1969], the solution is then 

obtained in terms of a pair of coupled Fredholm integral equations. Finally the singular nature of the 

stress near about the crack tip has been determined. The numerical values of dynamic stress intensity 

factor versus demensionless wave number have been depicted by means of graphs for various 

parameters of material properties, crack speed and the angle of incidence. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION 

Let a plane crack offmite length 2a located at the interface of two bonded dissimilar semi-

infinite elastic media be moving with a constant velocity V due to the incidence of plane harmonic 

SH-wave 

(2.1) 

where W0 is the wave amplitude, A1 wave number, Q(=A1C1) circular frequency, (ll/2- 8 1) angle 

\ 
of incidence and C1 is the shear wave velocity in the upper medium denoted by (1 ). 

The crack lies in XZ plane with Z axis directed parallel to the edge of the crack with respect 

to the rectangular co-ordinate system (X,Y,Z) as shown in Fig. I. 

We assume that the displacement and the stress due to scattered fields are 

w. = w. (X Y) e .;en 
J J , (2.2) 

and 

aw 
- II J 
- "j ar (2.3) 
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(1) 

0 

(2) 

1 y 
. ~ Incident SH-wavc 

·y,~A_ 
I< __ ----- Vt-------- --' 

X 
0 

-( ----) <------·2a--------- . 

~ V=Crack velocity r-- ' 

. 1 Moving interface crack. F1g. · 
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where the subscripts j= 1,2 refer to the upper and lower half plane respectively and T denotes time. 

The equations of SH wave motion in either elastic half spaces are given by 

B2 W. B2 W. 1 &W. 
__ J + __ J = ___ J. (j=1,2) (2.4) 
axz ay2 c2 aTz , 

J 

where Ci = ~. f!i is the shear wave velocity and fli , Pi are co-efficient of rigidity and material 
pi 

density respectively. Without any loss of generality we further assume that C,>C2• 

Due to the incident wave given in equation (2.1 ), the reflected and transmitted wave in the 

absence of the crack may be written as 

and 

(2.5) 

where 

(2.6) 

A, B are the reflected and transmitted wave amplitudes, J\ wave number, Q(=J\Ci ) the 

circular frequency and (n/2- 6 1 ) and (n/2- 62 ) the angles of incidence and refraction respectively. 

A set of moving co-ordinate system (x, yi, z, t) moving· along with the crack at a constant 

velocity V in X-direction is introduced in accordance with 

x =X- Vt, Yi = siY, . z = Z, t = T (2.7) 

·where s/ = 1 - M/ and Mi = V /Ci is the Mach number. 
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Mi <1, since the crack is assumed to travel at subsonic speed. 

In terms of moving co-ordinate system (x, Yi• t) equation (2.4) becomes 

a2 w. a2 w. 1 a [ aw awi] __ J + __ J + --- 2V--J --- = o. 
ax 2 ;:),,2 c2 s2 at ax at 

V)j j J 

Further, referred to moving coordinate system, incident and reflected and transmitted wave given by 

(2.8) 

equations (2.1) and (2.5) take the following form, 

w?> = W0e-1"'exp[ -iA.1(xcos8 1 + ::sin81)]. 

W 1(R) = Ae-1"'exp[ -iA.1(xcos8 1 - ::sin81)] 

and wy> = Be -i"'exp[ -i~(xcos82 + :: sin82 ) l (2.9) 

(2.10) 

It is convenient to write the solution of the equation (2.8) in the form 

(2.11) 

A 
where\ = --ia. (2.12) 

si 
Substitution of equation (2.11) into equation (2.8) yields the Helmhlotz equation governing wi 

a2 w. a2 w. 2 
__ J + __ J + A.. w. = 0. (2.13) 
ax2 ayf J J 

The solution of equation (2.13) can be written as 

w.(x,y.) = _1_ J~ A.(~)e -i;x-P;Iy;ld~ 
J J 21t J 

(2.14) 

where pi = J~2 
- >..J. (2.15) 

From equations (2.11) and (2.14) the displacement components of the diffracted field can be 

expressed as 

W/x,y) = 2~ j Bi(~)e -i;x-v;lr;ld~ (2.16) 
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where 

B-(0 =A(~+A..M.) 
J J J J 

(2.17) 

The unknown quantities·B,(~) and B GS) are to be determined from the following boundary 

~ conditions 

aw, aw2 
J.l, s1 -- = J.l2 s2 -- for all x, Yj = 0 

ay, ay2 
W1 =W2 ; lx l>a; Y=O J 

aw aw (i) aw ,(R) 

--
1 + --

1 
+ = O· lxl<a· ay, ay, ay, , , (2.18) 

From the first boundary condition of equations (2.18) one obtains 

(2.19) 

The other two boundary conditions yield the following dual integral equations 

and 

where 

00 

_1 J P (~)e -i~xd~ = 0; 
21t I 

00 

lx l>a, Y· =0 
J 

2~ J E,(~)P,(~)e-i~xd~ = -D,e-iA1xcos81 ; lxl<a (2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

The equation (2.20) can further be reduced to two sets of dual integral equations. They are 
00 ! J P 1.(~)cos(~x)d~ = 0; 

0 

! j E1.(~)P 10(~)cos(~x)d~ 
0 

lx l>a, y. =0; 
J 
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00 

= -2D1cos(A1xcosB 1)-! J E10 (~)P 10(0cos(~x)d~; lxka. (2.24) 

! j P 10 (~)sin(~x)d~ = 0; 
0 

and lx I> a, y. =0; 
J 

0 

--A 
! j E10 (~)P 10(~)sin(~x)d~ 

0 
00 

= - 2D1 sin(A1 xcosB 1)- ! J E10 (~)P 10(~)sin(~x)d~; lxka. (2.25) 

0 

where 

pI (~) = ~ [pI(~) +pI (- ~) l + ~ [pI @ - p k ~) l = p le (~) + p lo (~) 

E1 (~) = ~ [E1 (~) + Ek~)] + ~ [E1@-Ek~)] = E1/~) + E10 (~). (2.26) 

The problems in equation (2.24) and (2.25) are respectively even and odd in x. The solution 

~ procedure described in Sih and Loeber [1969], can be used to solve equations (2.24) and (2.25) and 

the result is a coupled Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. In order to solve equations 

(2.24) and (2.25) it is assumed that 

nD a 2 1 

Pie(~) = ~ J Vs A1 (s) J0 (a~s)ds (2.27) 

0 

Pio(~) = 1t:~ a i ,fori (s) Jo(~s)ds- iQI (l)Io(~) I (2.28) 

I 

where iQ1 (1) = J for1 (s)ds (2.29) 
0 

Substitution of equations (2.27) and (2.28) in equations (2.24) and (2.25) yields the following 

coupled integral equations for the determination of A1(s) and r 1(s) 
I I 

AI (s) - f AI (1l)MI (s, 1l)d11 - f rl (11)[NI (s, 11)- v'ilNI (s,l) ]d, 
0 0 
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where K = - __ I:___ 
(sill! + Szllz) 

(J..,Mlszllz + AzMzsllll) K I = - ~:...._:..-=:~__:::........;::.....:..:....:..:... 

(S 11l1 + Szllzf 

M 1 (s, T]) = ~ j ~H 1,(~/a)lo(~TJ)J0 (~s)d~ 
0 

N 1 (s, T]) = {sTl j ~E10 (~/a)J0 (~T])J0 (~s)d~ 
K o ~ 

L1 (s, T]) = {sTl j a~H10 (~/a)la(~T])J0 (~s)d~ 
K o 

in which H1, (~) and H10 (~) are defined as 

3. STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

Since the condition of the crack propagation is controlled by the stresses near the crack tips, 

we are mainly interested in determining the singular behaviour of the stress field near the crack tips. 

With the aid of equation (2.16) and (2.21) the stress in medium 1 can be written as 
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= - ~~ s, J~ E @P (~)e -i~x-M d~. 
21t I I 

(3.1) 

For an examination of the singular behaviour of the stress near the crack tip (x=±a) it is 

sufficient to consider the domonating terms in the integrand of the integral (3.1) as 1~1 _,co, 

~ Accordingly near the crack tip 

~ 

·::J. 

Further as I x I __, co 

(3.3) 

Substituting the asymptotic expression ofP1• (~)and P 1• (~)as given by equation (3.3) in equation 

(3.2) the singular stress field around x=a, y=O is obtained as 

).LSD {a: 
[('t'yz) l = - I I I {Q1 (1) + A1 (1)}f(s1) + 0(1) 

I x=a,y=O .j2r 

a {a:[ pine l = - 1 
-

1 2 (01 (1) + ll1 (1)) f(s1) + 0(1) 
{fi ~~ + ~2 cote 1 tane2 

where 

f 2 (s1) = se;<!>[(1 +sttan2 <!>)-
112 

+(1 +s1
2 tan2 <!>)-'] 

r = Jcx-ai +y 2
, <!> = tan-'( _Y ) 

x-a 

and a 1 =-2i).12 A2 W0 • 

Dynamic stress intensity factor K1 is defined by 
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(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 



~ 

[ 

)l sinB . ] 
K1 = crJa 1 2 (01(1) +ll1(1)) 

)l1 + )l2 cote 1 tanB2 
(3.8) 

While studying the dynamic crack propagation the determination of stress intensity factor is 

important because it supplies useful information regarding the rate at which elastic and kinetic 

energies are released by the propagating crack. 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Numerical results have been calculated to plot normalized stress intensity factor 

IK1 !( cr1 ra) I at the carck tip x=a, y=O versus the normalized wave number Ala for different values 

of the Mach number M1 and the angle of incidence for the following sets of materials: 

First set: 

Steel p1 = 7.6 gm/cm3
, Jll = 8.32 X 1011 dyne/cm2 

Aluminium p2 = 2.7 gm/cm3
, Jl2 = 2.63 X 1011 dyne/cm2 

Second set: 

Wrought iron p1 = 7.8 grn/cm3
, ill = 7.7 X 1011 dyne/cm2 

Copper p2 = 8.96 grn/cm3
, 112 = 4.5 X 1011 dyne/cm2 

The numerical results have been obtained for low frequencies. The case M1=0 corresponds 

to the stationary crack solution. It is found that by increasing the crack speed, the dimensionless 

stress intensity factor IK/( cr1 ra) I decreases with the normalized wave number Ala. It is 

*· interesting to note that as the velocity of the crack increases, the picks of the curves decreases in 

magnitude and occur at lower values of A1a (Figs. 2-7 ). For both the pair of solids, graphs of stress 

intensity factor versus normalised wave number (A1a) have been plotted for the angles B1=n/3, 

B1=n/4, and as well as B1=n/6. It is also found that for a given pair of materials and for a given 

Mach number, the peak values of the stress intensity factors decrease with the decrease in the values 
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Fig. 7 Stress intensity factor vs wave number . 
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